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Hello, I’m Stefano Casadei.

Through my entrepreneurial choices, over the years I have gained long-stan-
ding experience in the field of industrial detergents and thanks to my passion 
for all bike sports, I decided a few years ago to venture into this sector too.

We can all have great ideas, but only a few of us have the good fortune and 
ability to be able to implement them.

In my case, despite my experience, I had to work hard to create a line of 
professional ‘made in Italy’ products with low environmental impact for 
cleaning bikes and sports clothing and accessories. To do so, I had to take a 
huge leap of faith, relying above all on the uncompromising judgment of final 
consumers which, over time, has driven us to improve day after day.

In fact, to my huge satisfaction, in just a short space of time the response 
from fellow bikers after using our products has been so enthusiastic that I 
soon came to realise I had really made inroads in the area I love most.

Since then I haven’t stopped and thanks also to my invaluable staff, I still 
personally create and test all new products to continue to meet the needs 
of my biker friends, increasingly convinced that directly testing Resolvbike 
products is our best publicity. 

Thanks to this catalogue, ResolvBike wants to take another “bunny hop” 
forward towards even better quality, with the goal of being able to help all 
sportsmen and women.

Best wishes.
Stefano Casadei
         
#loveyourbike & #loveyoupassion
www.resolvbike.com
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Code Page

9037-2 18

9037 18

RESOLV®BIKE CLEAN
An innovative formula that helps bikers take care of their bike and all its sports equipment.
Easy to use: wet the bike, spray Resolv®Bike Clean on all parts and leave for several se-
conds before brushing, rinsing thoroughly, drying and lubricating the parts that need it.
- Concentrated in a single product, its special formula is exactly what you need to make all 
parts of your bike look like new.
- Each surface is treated gently, without leaving any trace of dirt.
- As it does not contain solvents or caustic substances and its composition is purely natu-
ral, it is eco-friendly, a completely new feature for such a powerful degreaser.
- Reusable container with concentrated refill.
- High-performance and durable professional spray nozzle.
- NANO Technology Protection leaves a protective film on surfaces, creating a barrier 
against dirt that will facilitate subsequent washing.

Use to thoroughly clean:
• Plastic and rubber parts.
• Aluminium, metal and alloy parts.
• Brakes, discs and chrome plating, without fear of ruining them.
• Wheels and hubs, tyres, saddles, grips, tyres and innovative natural fabrics, such as 
special compounds, Kevlar and leather.
• Chains and mechanical parts: direct cleaning, foamed or in the chain washer.
• Helmet, protectors, shoes and technical clothing with surprising results.
• Dissolves persistent and stubborn dirt.
• Its special formula doesn’t harm paint, special metals, alloys or even fabrics.
• Frames, paintwork and decorations shine again and are better protected.

Available formats:

Format Description Pack quantity Code

500ml Trigger 15 1017-8

1000ml Trigger 6 1501

1000ml Refill 6 1501-1

5lt Tank 4 1501-2

10lt Tank 1 1501-3

20lt Tank 1 1501-4

Code Page

9042-2RB 19

Code Page

20002-1 19

Code Page

9042-3RB 19

Recommended with the following accessories:

500 ml

1000 ml

1000 ml

5 Lt

10 Lt

20 Lt

Price

€ 7,90

€ 12,90

€ 10,90

€ 35,00

€ 65,90

€ 119,00
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1 monodose  1 litER
RESOLV®BIKE MAGIC EXTRACT

Formati disponibili:

The first all in one cleaner is now also in hyper-concentrated form!

Our flagship product becomes hyper-concentrated and even greener. The format of the 
80gr monodose allows you to make 1000ml of product as the original.

The Tech Spray + 2 monodose of Magic Powder bundle allows us to reduce packaging 
by more than 90% compared to the same quantity in the classic bottles, with the plus 
of having a professional reusable pump.

85ml = 1000ml

Formato Descrizione Qt. X Imballo Codice

85ml 1 monodose 120 1017-14

85ml 2 monodose 14 1017-15

1500ml Spray Tec + 2 Bustine 8 1017-16

Price

€ 14,90

€ 38,90
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RESOLV®BIKE CLEAN 4C
This concentrated version of our Resolvbike®Clean means you can refill our container 
following the instructions on the bottle and even create a more or less aggressive 
version, depending on its intended use. Available in 1l (4 litres of product) and 500ml 
(2 litres of product) versions.

Available formats:

Format Description Pack quantity Code

500ml Refill 500ml=2lt 8 1501-5

1000ml Refill 1lt=4lt 6 1011-8

1000 ml

Price

€ 26,90
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Format Description Pack quantity Code

1000ml Trigger 6 1010-16

5lt Tank 4 1010-19

RESOLV®BIKE DRY CLEANER
Dry cleaner ideal for cleaning electric and muscle bikes. It does not require the use of 
water, but only the aid of a damp cloth for a surprising and safe result. Very simple 
to use, in fact, just spray it on the parts to be cleaned, and use a NOVOCLEAN damp 
microfibre cloth to remove loose dirt.

DRY Cleaner Thanks to nanotechnology, it leaves an invisible film on the treated parts, 
making them more resistant to dirt and thus facilitating subsequent cleaning, making it 
suitable for all types of bikes.

Available formats:

1000
ml

5 Lt

Price

€ 12,90

€ 35,00
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RESOLV®BIKE LATEX BLEND

A 100% natural latex sealant that is 90% biodegradable.
It is not harmful, non-toxic and not corrosive.
Prevents and repairs punctures up to 6 mm in diameter.

Latex Blend is also available in 5, 10 and 20-litre canisters. Ideal for professional use 
such as in workshop or by sports team.
The tap makes it easy to use; we recommend combining it with the 100ml dispenser.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

250ml Bottle 15 1601-5

1000ml Bottle 6 1601-4

5lt Tank* 1 1601-1

10lt Tank* 1 1601-2

20lt Tank* 1 1601-3

Available formats:

1000 ml

5 Lt

10 Lt

20 Lt

250 ml

*with the tanks it is advisable to purchase the cap with tap

Price

€ 8,90

€ 22,90

€ 79,00

€ 156,00

€ 290,00
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RESOLV®BIKE PUMP IT! RESOLV®BIKE TALLONATOR

Format Description Pack quantity Code

125ml Suitable for MTB and E-MTB 12 1800-1

200ml Suitable for FAT and MOTO 24 1800-2

Format Description Pack quantity Code

100ml Applicator stick 12 1800-3

Available formats: Available formats:

PUMP IT! is a rubber-based product specifically for repairing punctures.

Easy to apply, the liquid quickly repairs the puncture from the inside, allowing you to 
restore the inner tube, tubeless and tubular tires in a very short time.

Inflate and repair all types of tires with and without tubes, without damaging them.

Compatible with Presta/Schrader/Regina/Dunlop valve.

Specific product to facilitate the beading of the tire on the rim. Particularly suitable for 
carbon rims.

200 ml 100 ml

125 ml

Price

€ 9,90

€ 14,90

Price

€ 10,90
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Spray with 7 properties: lubricant, 
detergent, release agent, protective, 
water-repellent, rustproof, anti-freezing. A 
Swiss army knife-style product you can 
always keep close at hand.

RESOLV®BIKE BRAKE RESOLV®BIKE SHINE RESOLV®BIKE RAPID RESOLV®BIKE 
MULTISPRAY

Specific spray for disc brakes and pads 
with anti-fog additive.
Specially formulated to clean brake discs 
and pads from oil, grease, sludge and 
scale deposits.
Very powerful jet spray that immediately 
eliminates dirt. Evaporates quickly and 
leaves no oily residue.
Does not damage rubber and plastics.

Polishing silicone protective agent for 
frames: prevents corrosion caused by 
atmospheric agents, forming a long-lasting 
protective film. Prevents acid-alkaline 
substances present in sweat from 
damaging the enamel of the frame or the 
shine of the chrome plating.
Particularly suitable for lubricating and 
protecting O-RING rings and rubber gaskets.

No-rinse cleaner for frames, carbon, 
glass, masks, lenses, plastic, etc.
Multi-purpose, concentrated water-based 
foam spray cleaner.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

500ml BRAKE 12 1010-2

500ml SHINE 12 1010

400ml RAPID 12 1010-1

400ml MULTISPRAY 12 1017-1

400ml E-BIKE CONTACT 12 1010-9

Price

€ 9,90

€ 9,90

€ 8,90

€ 8,90

€ 10,90



RESOLV®BIKE 
E-BIKE CONTACT

Ideal for cleaning the electrical and 
electronic components of your e-bike. 
Removes oxidation and dirt without 
leaving residue, restoring electrical 
conductivity. Long-lasting lubrication and 
protection against corrosion.
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Lube R1 is an oil spray for transmissions, 
gears, chains and bearings containing 
PTFE. It lubricates dry, provides long-term 
protection against wear and does not 
attract dust and dirt.
Long-lasting resistance against 
atmospheric agents.
Excellent mechanical and thermal 
stability.

Lube R2 is an oil for chains, bearings and 
transmissions that is suitable for extreme 
conditions.
Recommended for use in wet and muddy 
conditions.

Lube R3 is a superior-quality, synthetic 
chain lubricant with high viscosity 
and low friction coefficient. It contains 
anti-corrosion additives. Suitable for all 
weather conditions.
Keeps chains clean and removes the 
layers of carbon deposits left by previous 
lubricants.

Lube Fork is a lubricant to improve the 
smoothness of fork stems.
It does not damage paints, metals, 
plastics or elastomers as it is completely 
free from aromatic hydrocarbons.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

200ml LUBE R1 12 1010-4

100ml LUBE FORK 12 1010-8

100ml LUBE R2 12 1010-6

100ml LUBE R3 12 1010-7

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE R1

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE R2 WET

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE R3 POLAR

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE FORK

Price

€ 8,90

€ 9,90

€ 9,90

€ 9,90
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Lube RC Lubricant consisting of 100% 
vegetable diester.
Very low friction coefficient and very high 
performance under strain and stress.
Ideal for competition use.

Completing the e-bike range is LUBE Re, 
a top-quality scented lubricant consisting 
of 100% vegetable diester. 
It has a very low friction coefficient and 
performs extremely well under the stress 
typical of pedal-assisted bicycles.

Wax-based lubricant specifically designed 
for more accurate and long-lasting 
lubrication with the characteristic of 
keeping the chain cleaner than traditional 
lubricants, even on long journeys. 
Suitable for competitive use on both MTB 
and racing bikes.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

100ml LUBE Re 12 1011-6

100ml LUBE RC 12 1011-7

100ml LUBE CE 12 1010-17

250ml LUBE CE 15 1010-18

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE RE e-BIKE

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE RC COMPETITION

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE CE WAX

Available 
formats:

100 ml

250 ml

Price

€ 9,90

€ 9,90

€ 9,90

€ 19,90
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RESOLV®BIKE ZERO

Format Description Pack quantity Code

500ml Trigger 15 1011-9

5lt Tank 4 1102-5

Available formats:

Resolv®Bike ZERO is a sanitising solution made using 100% natural ingredients, ideal for 
eliminating the bacteria that cause bad odours from shoes, helmets and clothing in general.
ZERO is completely non-toxic and is not aggressive on the skin; it is ideal for those who 
want their sports equipment to always by perfectly hygienic without having to wash it too 
frequently, which tends to damage padding and materials.
ZERO is a product that revolutionises the concept of hygiene; it sanitises and cleans by 
dissolving unpleasant odours wherever it is sprayed.
ZERO contains 100% natural antimicrobials derived from glycerine plant extracts and is 
completely non-toxic.

RESOLV®BIKE ANTIFOG

Format Description Pack quantity Code

100ml Pocket size spray 12 1010-15

Available formats:

Anti-fog spray compatible with all materials, polycarbonate, glass and plexiglas. 
Contains Nano Technology additive.

100 ml

500 ml

5 Lt

Price

€ 9,90

€ 49,50

Price

€ 11,90
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RESOLV®WEAR
“How can bad smells be eliminated from sportswear?”

RESOLV®WEAR is a specific technical detergent for technical sportswear that removes 
odours and leaves a pleasant fragrance on garments keeping them soft and protected, 
with colour-saver.

RESOLVWEAR washes, regenerates and sanitises all types of technical sportswear 
and accessories in synthetic and natural fibres. Designed to be effective even at low 
temperatures (30°). Removes unpleasant odours, leaving its particular fragrance that is 
long-lasting and has a deodorising effect.

Features:
• Sanitising, contains a molecule derived from lactic acid that eliminates unpleasant 
odours, fixing itself in the tissues and reducing their formation.
• Specific for synthetic fabrics and microfibers, it is designed for technical garments and 
keeps fibres soft and protected.
• Colour-saver, respects and maintains the original colours of technical garments.
• Does not require softener, which may contain allergens or sensitizing chemicals.
• Active even at low temperatures or in cold water.
• For items of clothing that are only sweaty, a simple hand wash suffices and garments 
are perfectly fragrant in just 30 minutes, without the need to machine wash. 
• Foam-retarded detergent.

Available in 2 fragrances.

Available formats:

Format Description Pack quantity Code

100ml Sachet Fragr. X 48 1007-2

1000ml Bottle Fragr. X 6 1007

5lt Tank Fragr. X 4 1007-4

10lt Tank Fragr. X 1 1007-6

20lt Tank Fragr. X 1 1007-8

• FRAGRANCE X 
The famous original fragrance as SIXS garments, specifically developed in collaboration 
with the company to renew the fragrance at each wash, enriched with molecules that 
keep the technical fibres soft and intact without the need to use fabric softener and 
reduce the formation of bad odours while wearing them.

100 ml

1000 ml

5 Lt

10 Lt

20 Lt

Price

€ 1,50

€ 10,70

€ 38,90

€ 68,90

€ 129,00
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Available formats:

Format Description Pack quantity Code

100ml Sachet Fragr. Active 48 1007-3

1000ml Bottle Fragr. Active 6 1007-1

5lt Tank Fragr. Active 4 1007-5

10lt Tank Fragr. Active 1 1007-7

20lt Tank Fragr. Active 1 1007-9

• FRAGRANCE ACTIVE  
The HEAD NOTE of the fragrance is dominated by an intense fresh and mentholated scent in 
which the characteristic fragrance of eucalyptus and Siberian pine prevail, giving the composition 
an energising tone that is full of vitality.
HEART NOTE; persistent fresh and camphor-like notes blend with softer and muskier tones, 
combined with intense green hints and slight undertones of sweet flower.
BASE NOTE; the final part of the fragrance ends with the fresh and dynamic notes of eucalyptus, 
combined with the less intense but still recognisable undertones of flowers and moss.

100 ml

1000 ml

5 Lt

10 Lt

20 Lt

Price

€ 1,50

€ 10,70

€ 38,90

€ 68,90

€ 129,00
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The brush, with soft sintered bristles, has 
been designed to clean the bike frame and 
components without damaging the delicate 
finishes.

Wheel cleaning brush, specially shaped for 
cleaning rims and spokes.

A latest-generation cloth made of 
ULTRA microfibers impregnated with 
polyurethane that gives it an exceptional 
drying effect that is very similar to 
chamois leather, but with the intrinsic 
property of microfibre to remove even the 
most stubborn dirt. Size 38x38cm.

Foam nozzle and extension to mount on 
the trigger so you can reach anywhere.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

- BRUSH 6 1010-5

- WHEELS BRUSH 6 1011-1

38x38 NOVOCLEAN 10 6106-5

- FOAM NOZZLE 1 9037-2

BRUSH WHEELS BRUSH NOVOCLEAN FOAM NOZZLE 
AND EXTENSION

Price

€ 9,90

€ 9,90

€ 8,90

€ 3,00
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Handy cap with tap for 10/20 litre 
canisters.

High performance 1.5lt Spray Tec pressure 
pump. Made of durable polypropylene.

Pressure pump Tec One Foam Foam maker 
1.5lt. Made of durable polypropylene.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

- TAP CAP 1 20002-1

1500ml SPRAY TEC 8 9042-2RB

1500ml TEC ONE FOAM 8 9042-3RB

TAP CAP SPRAY TEC TEC ONE FOAM

Price

€ 9,90

€ 24,00

€ 36,00
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RESOLV®BIKE MOTOR CLEANER

Available formats:

RESOLV®BIKE MOTOR CLEANER 4C

This concentrated version of our Resolvbike®Clean means you can refill our container 
following the instructions on the bottle and even create a more or less aggressive 
version, depending on its intended use. Available in 1l (4 litres of product) and 500ml 
(2 litres of product) versions.

The presence of a reference notch on the empty bottle simplifies the refill operation 
of the original product.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

1000ml Refill 1lt=4lt 6 1031-1

An innovative formula that helps bikers take care of their bike and all its sports equipment.

Just wet the bike and spray Motor Cleaner on all parts, leave it to act for a few tens of 
seconds, brush, rinse and dry. Recommended to lubricate the parts that need it.

Available formats:

Format Description Pack quantity Code

1000ml Trigger 6 1031

5lt Tank 4 1031-2

500 ml

5 Lt 1000 ml

Price

€ 27,95

Price

€ 13,95

€ 36,95
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RESOLV®BIKE ZERO

Format Description Pack quantity Code

500ml Trigger 15 1011-9

5lt Tank 4 1102-5

Available formats:

Resolv®Bike ZERO is a sanitising solution made using 100% natural ingredients, ideal for 
eliminating the bacteria that cause bad odours from shoes, helmets and clothing in general.
ZERO is completely non-toxic and is not aggressive on the skin; it is ideal for those who 
want their sports equipment to always by perfectly hygienic without having to wash it too 
frequently, which tends to damage padding and materials.
ZERO is a product that revolutionises the concept of hygiene; it sanitises and cleans by 
dissolving unpleasant odours wherever it is sprayed.
ZERO contains 100% natural antimicrobials derived from glycerine plant extracts and is 
completely non-toxic.

500 ml

5 Lt

RESOLV®BIKE PUMP IT!

Format Description Pack quantity Code

125ml Suitable for MTB and E-MTB 12 1800-1

200ml Suitable for FAT and MOTO 24 1800-2

Available formats:

PUMP IT! is a rubber-based product specifically for repairing punctures.

Easy to apply, the liquid quickly repairs the puncture from the inside, allowing you to 
restore the inner tube, tubeless and tubular tires in a very short time.

Inflate and repair all types of tires with and without tubes, without damaging them.

Compatible with Presta/Schrader/Regina/Dunlop valve.

200 ml

125 ml

Price

€ 9,90

€ 49,50

Price

€ 11,90
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Spray with 7 properties: lubricant, 
detergent, release agent, protective, 
water-repellent, rustproof, anti-freezing. A 
Swiss army knife-style product you can 
always keep close at hand.

Lube R1 is an oil spray for transmissions, 
gears, chains and bearings containing 
PTFE. It lubricates dry, provides long-term 
protection against wear and does not 
attract dust and dirt.
Long-lasting resistance against 
atmospheric agents.
Excellent mechanical and thermal stability.

Stringy lubricant with high adhesion for 
all off-road and quad bike chains.  
For competitions. Lubricates and protects 
against wear and oxidation. Product 
characterized by high penetrability.

Specific chain cleaner, dissolves 
greases of all origins, bitumen, tars and 
adhesives.
It does not corrode plastics and 
expanded polyurethanes.
100% plant based, silicone free.
Charged with non-flammable gas.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

200ml LUBE R1 12 1010-4

400ml LUBE GREASE 12 1031-4

400ml CHAIN CLEANER 12 1031-3

400ml MULTISPRAY 12 1017-1

RESOLV®BIKE 
LUBE R1

RESOLV®BIKE  
LUBE GREASE COMP.

RESOLV®BIKE  
CHAIN CLEANER

RESOLV®BIKE 
MULTISPRAY

Price

€ 8,90

€ 13,95

€ 10,95

€ 8,90
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Specific spray for disc brakes and pads 
with anti-fog additive.
Specially formulated to clean brake discs 
and pads from oil, grease, sludge and 
scale deposits.
Very powerful jet spray that immediately 
eliminates dirt. Evaporates quickly and 
leaves no oily residue.
Does not damage rubber and plastics.

Polishing silicone protective agent for 
frames: prevents corrosion caused by 
atmospheric agents, forming a long-lasting 
protective film. Prevents acid-alkaline 
substances present in sweat from 
damaging the enamel of the frame or the 
shine of the chrome plating.
Particularly suitable for lubricating and 
protecting O-RING rings and rubber gaskets.

No-rinse cleaner for frames, carbon, 
glass, masks, lenses, plastic, etc.
Multi-purpose, concentrated water-based 
foam spray cleaner.

RESOLV®BIKE BRAKE RESOLV®BIKE SHINE RESOLV®BIKE
RAPID CLEAN

Format Description Pack quantity Code

500ml BRAKE 12 1010-2

500ml SHINE 12 1010

400ml RAPID 12 1010-1

100ml Antifog 12 1010-15

Anti-fog spray compatible with all mate-
rials, polycarbonate, glass and plexiglas. 
Contains Nano Technology additive.

RESOLV®BIKE ANTIFOG

100 ml

Available 
formats:

Price

€ 9,90

€ 9,90

€ 8,90
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RESOLV®WEAR
“How can bad smells be eliminated from sportswear?”

RESOLV®WEAR is a specific technical detergent for technical sportswear that removes 
odours and leaves a pleasant fragrance on garments keeping them soft and protected, 
with colour-saver.

RESOLVWEAR washes, regenerates and sanitises all types of technical sportswear 
and accessories in synthetic and natural fibres. Designed to be effective even at low 
temperatures (30°). Removes unpleasant odours, leaving its particular fragrance that is 
long-lasting and has a deodorising effect.

Features:
• Sanitising, contains a molecule derived from lactic acid that eliminates unpleasant 
odours, fixing itself in the tissues and reducing their formation.
• Specific for synthetic fabrics and microfibers, it is designed for technical garments and 
keeps fibres soft and protected.
• Colour-saver, respects and maintains the original colours of technical garments.
• Does not require softener, which may contain allergens or sensitizing chemicals.
• Active even at low temperatures or in cold water.
• For items of clothing that are only sweaty, a simple hand wash suffices and garments 
are perfectly fragrant in just 30 minutes, without the need to machine wash. 
• Foam-retarded detergent.

Available in 2 fragrances.

Available formats:

Format Description Pack quantity Code

100ml Sachet Fragr. X 48 1007-2

1000ml Bottle Fragr. X 6 1007

5lt Tank Fragr. X 4 1007-4

10lt Tank Fragr. X 1 1007-6

20lt Tank Fragr. X 1 1007-8

• FRAGRANCE X 
The famous original fragrance as SIXS garments, specifically developed in collaboration 
with the company to renew the fragrance at each wash, enriched with molecules that 
keep the technical fibres soft and intact without the need to use fabric softener and 
reduce the formation of bad odours while wearing them.

100 ml

1000 ml

5 Lt

10 Lt

20 Lt

Price

€ 1,50

€ 10,70

€ 38,90

€ 68,90

€ 129,00
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Available formats:

Format Description Pack quantity Code

100ml Sachet Fragr. Active 48 1007-3

1000ml Bottle Fragr. Active 6 1007-1

5lt Tank Fragr. Active 4 1007-5

10lt Tank Fragr. Active 1 1007-7

20lt Tank Fragr. Active 1 1007-9

• FRAGRANCE ACTIVE  
The HEAD NOTE of the fragrance is dominated by an intense fresh and mentholated scent in 
which the characteristic fragrance of eucalyptus and Siberian pine prevail, giving the composition 
an energising tone that is full of vitality.
HEART NOTE; persistent fresh and camphor-like notes blend with softer and muskier tones, 
combined with intense green hints and slight undertones of sweet flower.
BASE NOTE; the final part of the fragrance ends with the fresh and dynamic notes of eucalyptus, 
combined with the less intense but still recognisable undertones of flowers and moss.

100 ml

1000 ml

5 Lt

10 Lt

20 Lt

Price

€ 1,50

€ 10,70

€ 38,90

€ 68,90

€ 129,00
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The brush, with soft sintered bristles, has 
been designed to clean the bike frame and 
components without damaging the delicate 
finishes.

Wheel cleaning brush, specially shaped for 
cleaning rims and spokes.

A latest-generation cloth made of 
ULTRA microfibers impregnated with 
polyurethane that gives it an exceptional 
drying effect that is very similar to 
chamois leather, but with the intrinsic 
property of microfibre to remove even the 
most stubborn dirt. Size 38x38cm.

Foam nozzle and extension to mount on 
the trigger so you can reach anywhere.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

- BRUSH 6 1010-5

- WHEELS BRUSH 6 1011-1

38x38 NOVOCLEAN 10 6106-5

- FOAM NOZZLE 1 9037-2

BRUSH WHEELS BRUSH NOVOCLEAN FOAM NOZZLE 
AND EXTENSION

Price

€ 9,90

€ 9,90

€ 8,90

€ 3,00
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Handy cap with tap for 10/20 litre 
canisters.

High performance 1.5lt Spray Tec pressure 
pump. Made of durable polypropylene.

Pressure pump Tec One Foam Foam maker 
1.5lt. Made of durable polypropylene.

Format Description Pack quantity Code

- TAP CAP 1 20002-1

1500ml SPRAY TEC 8 9042-2RB

1500ml TEC ONE FOAM 8 9042-3RB

TAP CAP SPRAY TEC TEC ONE FOAM

Price

€ 9,90

€ 24,00

€ 36,00



www resolvbike.com
ig/fb @resolvbike /resolvbike
email info@resolvbike.com

Resolv®Bike è prodotto da Esseci Clean Srl


